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Hello friends! We are pleased to send you this monthly
issue of Tips & Clips. It is our way of saying that you are
important to us and we truly value your business. Please
feel free to pass this newsletter on to your friends and
neighbors. Enjoy!

Calendar of Events
Lots to do...

March 19: Tr aVek Community Outreach. Free Event. Dr. Mark Burdorf,
Chiropractic Neurologist. Strategies to
Prevent Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s Disease and Other Neurodegenerative Diseases. RSVP on TraVek’s website or call
480-367-1171.
March 24: Scottsdale Philhar monic.
Rimsky-Korsakov, Rodgers and Hammerstein, Lerner and Loewe (Soprano
soloist Melissa Solomon), Brahms (Paino
soloist Dr. Caio Pagano). Scottsdale Bible Church. 4:00 PM. Free Event. See
scottsdalephilharmonic.com.
April 6: Tr aVek Employee & Vendor
Golf Tournament.
April 24 - 26: Remodeler ’s Advantage
group visiting TraVek for a case study.

Dear Valued Customers and Employees,
We had an historical moment here at TraVek a couple weeks ago. Hans,
one of our design estimator reps came in with his down jacket on and a
big smile on his face and said, "For the first time ever, I had an appointment cancellation because of SNOW!" That was pretty exciting news
around the office.
Customer satisfaction is key here at TraVek, and we believe communication between our team and our customers, as well as communication
among our team is one of the most important
parts of any project that we do. Our eyes and
ears are always open to suggestions for how
we can improve. Pictured here is part of our
team learning a new app that should help
keep everyone on the same page.

As you may know, as part of working on
growth and running an exceptional business, we belong to a national remodeling group, Remodelers Advantage. This is a group of business
owners from across the United States who get together several times a
year and meet monthly on the phone. We are excited that the group will
be visiting our offices in April. During that time we will open everything
up to them; our processes and our systems, our books, our team. This is a
way to help us improve by having unbiased yet experienced business
owners in the same industry give their feedback on how and what we can
improve.
We continue to get great feedback on our Community Outreach Events.
Please join us on Tuesday, March 19 at 6:30 p.m. Dr. Burdorf, a Scottsdale chiropractic neurologist, will be presenting Strategies to Prevent Alzheimer's, Parkinson's and Other Neurodegenerative Diseases. The
key is prevention, and if this interests you or someone you know, we'd
love to have you here. Please RSVP on our website or call the office at
480-367-1171.
Happy St. Patrick's Day, Happy Easter, and Happy Spring! We appreciate
each and every one of you.
Sincerely,
Von K. Raisanen
President

From the Doc
Caring for your joints

small part of what I do in my practice. My focus is
functional neurology and, upon assessment, I can tell
you what exercises will be most beneficial for your condition whether it be a pain, balance issue or movement
disorder.

Once upon a time, a long time ago I was in second
grade. Being a typical clumsy kid, I was walking on an
unstable staircase and was ready to fall when my mother valiantly leaped forward, saved me, but fell instead Call our office 480-951-5006 to set up a complementary
and broke her ankle in three places. She required surgi- consultation and learn your treatment choices.
cal pins and from that time forward, living in rural Minnesota, she could always predict changes in weather.
Yours in Health,
Joint physiology is such that when you put two bones
together you have ligaments, synovial fluid and nitrogen gas. If you’ve ever been to a chiropractor and received an adjustment, you probably heard a popping
noise. That’s because when you manipulate a joint you
are shifting that nitrogen gas bubble.

Dr. Burdorf, D.C., D.A.C.N.B.
Board Certified Chiropractic Neurologist
8140 East Cactus Road, Suite 730
Scottsdale, AZ 85260

Homeowner’s Corner

Ligaments hold bones together, and trauma is what in- 5 Home Improvement Projects for 2019
jures us. Trauma can be from a car accident, sports inju- 1. Natural lighting: Homeowner s and r enter s ar e
ry or repetitive movements. It’s the sprained areas of
doing everything they can to upgrade their lights.
your spine that generate the various forms of pain or
Not only in search to lower their energy bills but to
discomfort. The science of chiropractic is to get the
create the ultimate living space. It’s all about the
joints that don’t move to move through various forms of
comfort of natural light and you can achieve this not
adjustments and then stabilizing with proper exercises
only in design but the actual bulbs.
those joints that have sprained ligaments. It’s a basic 2. No handles: Long gone ar e the days of using a
law of physics that a body in motion tends to stay in
handle to open something. How caveman! Expect to
motion.
see a lot of upgrades in kitchens and bathrooms to
handle-less drawers and doors. That means a simple
Most people would agree that their symptoms tend to be
touch with your elbow or foot can open and close
worse in the middle of the night or the early morning
any drawer or door.
hours because of an extended time of no body move- 3. Matte everything: We have seen the fashion inment and get better after the initiate movement such as
dustry embrace the matte trend and now it’s time for
walking. When there are changes in barometric presthe home improvement world to catch on. Think
sure and if you’ve ever had a joint replacement or have
matte finished hardware all over the house and in
arthritis in these joints, you can often feel that same efjust about any color you want, your options are endfect chemically because that nitrogen gas is expanding
less.
and contracting, causing a chemical irritation without a 4. Smart Home: This should not be a sur pr ise. The
physical event and the experience of pain.
further we move up the years, the bigger technology
gets. Homeowners crave simplicity and ease and
A good strategy instead of taking painkillers is the use
that’s exactly what you are paying for with a smart
of ice on the region of discomfort for 20 minutes or five
home. You can connect just about anything up to a
minutes of numbness, whichever comes first. Ice therasmart device including lighting, alarm systems and
py has a process of feeling cold, achy and then numb.
appliances!
You can use this therapy every two hours to reduce pain 5. Staycation homes: The home impr ovement inand inflammation.
vestment that keeps giving. Homeowners are spending more in their homes and yards to create the ultiA better strategy rather than heating pads locally is the
mate getaway. Whether that’s renovating their masuse of heat to your WHOLE body such as a bath, Jacuzter bedroom and bathroom to reflect a high end hotel
zi or long hot shower to stimulate nerve receptors that
or creating a landscape sanctuary in their backyards.
help to suppress pain or muscle spasms.
Adam Helfman
The best strategy is consider seeing me for a proper Taken from Hire It Done, Home Improvement Tips
workup of your brain and spine. Chiropractic is one online.

Did You Know?
Can a cup of coffee improve your health?

Many people enjoy their daily cup (or more) of coffee. It can have benefits
beyond helping people wake up in the morning, though. The Tech Times
website lists these positive attributes of moderate caffeine consumption:
Exercise. A study cited by the International Journal of Sport Nutrition
and Exercise Metabolism found that people who drank a caffeinated beverage before exercise burned 15 percent more calories during their workouts
than those who took a placebo.
Eyesight. The chlor ogenic acid in coffee contains a str ong antioxidant
that’s been shown to prevent retinal degeneration in mice. Research suggests
it might play a role in helping humans prevent deteriorating vision and blindness.
Diabetes. A Har var d School of Public Health study found that people
who drank an extra cup of coffee a day over four years decreased their risk
of a Type 2 diabetes diagnosis by 11 percent.

Fill in the blank squares so that each row, each
column, and each 3-by-3 block contains all the
digits 1 thru 9.

The Voice of a
Customer:

Learning is Fundamental
How to learn fast and effectively
Effective accelerated learning can be extremely helpful for people in all
walks of life, but none more so than students. The foundation of fast and effective learning is to take up a form of productivity system. It is important to
get into the habit of taking effective and consistent notes on a regular basis,
as well as having a strong reference system material, the ability to keep track
of all of your learning projects, and have a desk with which to study at which
is clean and uncluttered.
Speed reading is an extremely useful skill to learn. Practice makes perfect.
Once you have mastered the art, you will be able to read faster and smarter,
while improving your skills of comprehension. Speed reading ultimately
comes down to knowing the material you intend to read, which parts are of
primary importance, and keeping your eyes steadily moving without rereading or stumbling over individual words. Just being able to achieve this
will double the speed at which you read very soon.

Family Matters
Fewer kids learning piano

Piano stores are closing across the United States as less and less people
learn the instrument, and more and more of those that do choose to buy used
pianos or electronic keyboards, which are less expensive. The high price of
brand new pianos has been a focus of blame, as has the rise of the home
computer, but whatever the reason there is no denying that there has been an
acceleration in the long term decline in piano sales over the last few years.
Computer technology is one of the key elements driving the changes in society, but youth sports such as swimming, soccer, and gymnastics are also
taking up more of young people’s time, and there are fewer parents insisting
that children take such lessons. In 2014, the average price of a brand new
grand piano came to around $16,000, but these instruments can last for up to
as long as seventy years and the piano remains the best ways to learn music.

High quality work and very
reliable with follow-up after
project completion . Consistently clean and nothing out of
place . Kept in touch everyday during the project. Nearly perfect work. Flawless
workmanship. Very reliable
and prompt in all aspects of
business. Finished right on
schedule.
Steven S.

TraVek, Inc.
15575 N 83rd Way, Ste A-4
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
480-367-1171
www.travek.com

TraVek has a Handyman Division. Do you have a Honey-Do List?
ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATION FOR OUR CUSTOMERS
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Featured Projects: Old Town Scottsdale Condo Remodel
We recently completed a beautiful Old Town Scottsdale condo remodel. The
homeowner called because he wanted to update his “Forever Home”. Previously it was rather dark and had small spaces. Look how airy it is now! (Note
the nano wall.) To see more pictures of this project, go to www.travek.com/
About Us, and then click on the picture of Davin. These pictures will show up
at the bottom of his page for Projects Davin has recently completed.
Mark Poulton, Project Manager

Davin Tarnanen, Designer
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